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HYBRID NEURAL NETWORK AND 
SUPPORI VECTOR MACHINE METHOD 
FOR OP'FIMIZAI'ION 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invcntioll disclosed hcrcin W;IS made by 
it is not possible to use existing experimental data o r  partial 
o r  unstructured dxki in the design process. 
ICSM provides ;I framcuorl, for ohtaining a n  optimal 
design. using stalistical procedures. such ;is regression 
5 analysis and design o f  cxpcrimen~s. Trxlitional ICSM uses 
low-degree rcgrchsion polynomi;ils iii the rclevnnl design 
c11iployc.c varinhles to niotlcl the variation o f  x i  oh-jcctivc function. 
01' t l ie llniicd Si:itcs Covcmliicni and may he ni:iiitiI';IcItircd The polynomi;il niodcl is then nnaly/cd to ohtain an op1iiii:il 
:111d Llsed by or (or l l lc  c;o\ crlinicnl h r  go\ crn111cnt:ll pur- design. Several polynomial niodcla 11i;iy ha\c 10 be c011- 
~ 0 5 ~ 5  without plyl11c.nl 01' :iny roy;iltics for sLIc11 manufac- IO strucled lo providc :tn adequate view 01' the design S p X C .  
turc and LIW. Addition o f  hipher degree polynomials will increase the 
computational cost iind will build i n  higher sensitivity to 
noise i n  the data used. 
Artilicial neural networks ("neural nets" herein) have 
 TI,^^ i l l v c l l ~ i o l i  rel;ltes 1 0  design optil1iizLilioI1. Llsing a 15 been widely used in liclds such ;is acrodynamic engineering. 
tor modeling and iindysis o f  Ilou control. estimation of 
aerodynamic coclticicnts. grid gencration and data intcrpo- 
lation. Neural nets have bccn used i n  ICSM-hascrl design 
optiinimtion. to replace or complcnicnl ;I polynomiiil-hase~l 
20 regression analysis. Currcnl upplications 01' neural nets arc 
limilcd to simple designs involving only a feu design 
have been i n  tllc two paramclers. The number o f  data sets required for adequate 
modeling may increase geometrically o r  cxponcntiully with 
the number of  design parameters cxamiiicd. A neural net 
to be llscd roll- 25 analysis requires that the design space hc populated with 
sutlicicntly dense simulation andlor cxpcriinentd data. USC 
nalllic Howc\.er, OplimiLat ion of  sparse data niay rcsuII in an inaccur;ilc represenlation of 
procedll,.cs thal makc ettic.enl use of tech- the objective function in design space. O n  the other hand. 
inclticicnt use o f  design data in populating Ihc design space niqucs ;ire still being developed. 
30 can result i n  excessive simulation costs. Capacity control is 
The design o f  aircrat'l components. such as a wing. a critical to  obtain good generalkition capability. 111 sonic fusclagc o r  an engine. involves obtaining an optimal com- preceding work. this problem was alleviated by wing a 
poncnt \hapc thal can deliver the desired level of componcnt neural net to represent the functional hchavior with respect perfomiancc. sub.jcci to one or more constraints (such as 
to only those variahlcs that result i n  complex. as opposed lo 
35 simple. variations ol the objcclivc function: the liinclional maxinium weight or cost) that thc coniponcnt(s) must sat- k l y .  Aerodynamic design can be lormulatcd as an optimi- bchuvior of the remaining variables w;i\ modeled using low m i o n  Ixoblcm that rcquircs minimization of an objective degree polynomials. This requires a priori hnuwlidgc IO function. subjec~ to constraints. Many formal optimization partition the design variables into two sets. methods have been developed and applied to aerodynamic FIG. 1 graphically illustrates resull\ of applying ;I simple 
-10 N N  analysis to a one-parameter model. namely. an Lippryxi- design. These include inverse design methods. ad,joint mcth- ods. sensitivity derivative-hascd methods and traditional mation to the second degree polynomiul y=3.(0.5-x )- 3 1  response surlacc incthodology ( K S M ) .  each of 3 pairs of training values (curve A )  and at each of 5 
Inverse design methods in aerodynamics arc used to  pairs of training values 
provide ;I componenl that responds in a prc-selected manner. number (i) ,)f training pairs c lear ly  improves [he 
for example. an aircraft wing that has a prescribed pressure ,5 t i t  over the the variable x,  lI i s  thcorelically 
distribution. The known inverse methods do not account lo r  possible that only  y+l spaced aparl trainins 
certain lluid paramclcrs. such as viscosity. and arc used in needed lo cO,nplclcly specify ;, ~~h degree po~yno17,ial ( for  
prcliniinary design only. example, Q=6). However. bccausc o f  Ihc presence o f  noise. 
Ad,joint IllcthOdS provide :I designer with the gradicnl Of the theoretical lninilnum nu1nbc-r 01 tr;iining value pairs is 
the ohjcctivc function. One advantage of this mclhod is that 5o seldom sullicient lo provide an acc,-ptahIc lit. 
the gradicni information is ohtaincd w r y  quickly. However. Use of neural network (NN)  analysis o f a  physical ob.icct. 
where scvcral technical disciplines arc applied simulla- in order 10 optimi/c. response of the ohjeci in a spccilicd 
ncously. i r  is ol'icn dilcult IO perform design optimi/ation physical cnviroIIIIlcIl~. i s  well knowI1. An cxalnplc is opti- 
using Ihis method: each discipline requires ;I dill'crcnl h r -  Ini/,ation a tLl,-hinc blade shape. in I W O  or three dimcn- 
mulalion. 11 is n l s o  dillicult and expensive to quickly evalu- 55 sions. ill all idcali/.cd pressure dislrihu- 
ale the clkcts o f  enginSering lradcolfs. where the applicnblc t ion along tile blade surface. ;is disclosed by I<ai and 
~OllSl~~linlS I1l:ly hc Ch:Ulgcd scvcrd times. II is d s o  I l o l  ~~~d~~~~~ ill - ~ ~ ~ ~ ) d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~  1)csigIl Ilsing Neurul Ne(- 
possihlc lo usc cxisling experimental d:il;i o r  p:irli:iI o r  works-. A ~ A A  J ~ ) ~ ~ ~ . .  v O l ,  38 (?()()()) pp. 173-182. N N  
unstructtircd d a ~ a  i n  thc design process. tinalysis is suitable lor miiltidinicnsional intcrpolalion Of 
A scnsilivily derivative-based niclhotl typically requires oo data [ha( l;lch S(rL1ctut-c and provides ;I natural slruclurc i n  
lhal ;I mulliplicily o f  solulions. with one paramclcr v;iricd ;I1 which SUcccSsiOll of numerical solulions of  incrcasing 
a iinic. be obtained 10 coiiipulc ;I gradient 01' llie oh,jcclivc complexity. o r  increasing tidclity 10 ;I real world environ- 
function. The nuinher 01' computations required grows lin- ment. reprcsenred and oplimixd. N N  analysis is 
curly wilh the number of design parainctcrs considcrctl li)r especially LisCftll when mtiltiplc design oh.jectivcs need 10 he 
optiniization. and (hi5 nicthod qiiichly beconics compiil:i- 05 r11cI. 
t ionully expensive. This niclhod is also scnsilivc lo noise A (eed-forward neural net is :i nonlincnr cstimntion tcch- 
prcscnl i n  lhc design data sets. As with an adjoint method. nique. One diIticulty associated with LISC 0 1  ;I feed-forward 
FIELI) OF THE INVENTION 
hybrid l ~ c l l r a ~  lie[w()rt, ;1nd support vector ln;ichinc appro;icll 
to cons~rl lc~ ;, resI,oliSe sur~acc Illat models 
oh.jcctivc I'tincrion. 
HACKGKOIINI) OF THE INVENTION 
i n  developing advanccd tcchniqucs numerical 
flows i n  aerodynamic conligllrations, 
techniques ;,re now lnatLlre 
i n  con~jllnclion with expcrimcnl~ll  i n  
H ) ,  use of than 
pairs 
lo 
C 
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neural net arises from the need lor nonlinear optimimion to 
determine connection weights between input. intermediate 
nnd output variables. The trainins process can he very 
expensive when large amounts 01' data need to bc niodclcd. 
In response to this. ;I support vector machine (SVM) 
:ipproac h. ori 2 i nal I y appl ied in stat i st i ciil Ica rn i ng t hcory. 
h a s  been dcvclopcd and applied. Support vector m;ichinc 
unalysis allows use o f  a feature space with :I liirgc dimcn- 
sion. through usc of a mapping froiii input space into feature 
space and use of a dual formulation of  the governing 
equations and constraints. One advantage of an SVM 
approach is that the ohjectivc function (which is to he 
minimized to obtain the coetticicnts that detine the SVM 
!?idel)  is convex so that x y  !oca1 !nini!num is zlso a g!obal 
minimum; this is not true for  many neural net models. 
Howcvcr. an underlyinp feature space (polynomial. Ganss- 
ian. etc.) must be hpccitied in a conventional SVM approach. 
and daki resampling is required lo implement model hybrid- 
idation. Hybrididation is more naturally. and less expen- 
sively. applied in a neural net analysis. 
What is needed is a machine learning algorithm that 
combines the desirable features of N N  analysis and of SVM 
analysis and does not require intimate a priori familiarity 
with operational details of  the object to be optimized. 
Preferably. the method should automatically provide a char- 
acterization of many or all of the aspects in feature space 
needed for the analysis. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The invention meets these needs by providing a hybrid of 
N N  analysis and SVM analysis. referred to as NNlSVM 
analysis herein. In one embodiment. NN/SVM analysis 
begins with a group of associated. independent input space 
coordinates (paramcter values). maps these coordinates into 
a feature space of appropriately higher dimension that 
includes a computed set of combinations (e.g., powers) of 
the input space coordinates with the assistance of the input 
and hidden layers of an NN. constructs an inner product 
formalism for the coordinates in feature space. obtains a 
solution to a minimization problem to compute Lagrange 
multiplier values that detine the SVM. and returns to input 
space to complete a solution of the problem. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS, 
FIG. 1 graphically illustrates an improvement in match of 
a polynomial. where an increased number of training pairs 
is included in a simple N N  analysis. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of a three-layer feed-forward 
neural nct in the prior art. 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a two-layer feed-forward 
NN/SVM system according to the invention. 
FIG. 4 is a How chart of an overall procedure lor prac- 
ticing the invention using an NNlSVM system. 
FIGS. 5. 6 2nd 7 graphically illusirate gcneraiiraiion 
curves obtained for :I l if th degree polynomial. a logarithm 
function and an exponential function. respectively. using a 
hybrid NN/SVM andysis and I I training values. 
FIGS. 8A/8H/XC are a flow chan for an IiSM procedure 
used in practicing the invention. 
FIGS. 9Al-W2 graphically illustrate evolution of an 
airfoil and corresponding pressure distribution obtained 
from an iterative NN/SVM analysis. 
FIGS. 10 and lIA/llH illustrate data classilication i n  t w o  
dimensions. 
4 
FIG. 12 graphically illustrates data classilication accord- 
ing to the invention. 
I>ESCKIt'TION OF HEST MODES OF THE 
INVENTION 
Consider a feed-forward ncuI.;iI network 21 having an 
input Inycr with nodes 23-111 (m=l .  . . . . 5) .  a hidden layer 
with nodes 25-11 (n=l .  2. 3) .  and an otitput nodc 26. ;IS 
illustrated schematically in FIG. 2. The first input layer nodc 
23-1 has :I bias input value I .  i n  appropriate units. The 
remuinini nodes of the input layer are used to  enter sclccted 
paramctcr v;iIties as input variables, expressed ax a vector 
p=(pI.  . . . . p,,!. with MZ I .  E:ich !?<?de 251! c ? !  the hidden 
layer is associated with a nonlinear activation function 
o f  a weiyhtcd suni of the parameter values p,,,. where C,,,,, is 
;i connection weight. which can be positive. nerative or zero. 
linking :in input node 23-/11 with a hidden layer node 25-11. 
The output of the network 21 is assumed for simplicity, 
initially. to be a single-valued scalar. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a conventional three-layer NN. with an 
input layer. a hidden layer and an output layer that receives 
and comhines the resulting signals produced by the hidden 
layer. 
I t  is known that NN approximations ofthe format set forth 
in  Eqs. (I) and (2)  are dense in the space o f  continuous 
functions when the activation functions @,, arc continuous 
sigmoidal functions (monotonically increasing functions. 
with a selected lower limit. such as 0, and a selected upper 
limit. such as I ). Three commonly used sigmoidal functions 
are 
dN:I=I 11 I + ' , ! / I ( - : )  I ,  (3A I  
a:)=( l+ l l f~f / f~~~] l2 ,  t3B) 
()+Cy $iZ!??<>id2! '::n&(>E: C'3E Z!.-<) b; ::.-?A her;, !E {kc 
context of design optimization. a trained N N  represents a 
response surface. and the N N  output is the ob.iectivc func- 
tion. In multiple objective optimiration. ditTerent NNs can 
be used for ditlerent objective functions. A rapid training 
algorithm that determines the connection weights C,,,,, and 
coetlicients I),, is also needed here. 
The approach set forth in  the preceding docs reasonably 
well in an interpolative modc. that is. i n  rcsions where data 
points (parameter value vcctorh) are reasonably plentiful. 
Howcvcr. this approach rarely docs well in  an extrapolative 
US 6,96 
5 
inodc. I n  this latier situation. a precipitous drop i n  estimation 
uccuracy may occur a s  one niovcs beyond the convex hull  
dctincd by the data point locations. I n  part. th i s  is hcc:itisc 
l l ic sigmoidal functions ;ire not the i i ios l  appropriate hasis 
func.tions for  niost d a h  modeling situations. Whcrc the 
underlying I'unction(a) is ;I polynomi;il i n  the parameter 
\;ilucs. ;I niorc appropriate set 01' hasis functions is ;I set 01' 
,719 BI 
6 
An attracIivc Ikaturc of :I neural net. vis-a-vis ;in SVM. is 
that the coordinates used i n  ;I fcuturc space do not have t o  he 
specilicd (c.g.. v i a  kernel I'unctions). Howcccr. use 01' an 
SVM. i n  contrast to use of a ncurul net. allows one to 
iniroducc fcalurcs spaccs with ;I large numhcr 01' dimcn- 
sions. witliout ;I corresponding increase i n  the nunihcr 01' 
cocflicicnts. 
A primary contribution 01' the prcscnl invention is to 
? 
U S  6,961,719 BI 
7 8 
Note that steps 42-48 can be embedded in an  optimization cncc is not as large. The N trained NN/SVMs used to form 
loop. wherein the connection weights arc changed according ;I hybrid system need not have the same architecture o r  be 
to the rules of the particular optimi/ation method used. trained using thc same training set. 
The hybrid NN/SVM system relics on thc following FIG. 5 graphically illustrates results of applying an 
broadly stated actions: ( I )  provide initial random (o r  other- .i NN/SVM ;rnulysis according to the invention to :I six- 
wise specified) connection weights for the NN: ( 2 )  use the parameter model. namely, an upproximation to the l i l t h  
uctivntion function(s) and the connection weights associatcci degree polynomial y=x( I -x')(+x'), \);ita are provided at 
with each hidden layer unit to construct inner products for each 01' I I training locations (indicated by sinrill circles on 
the SVM: ( 3 )  use the inner products to compute the the curve) in the domain o f  the \xiable x. After a l i s  
Lagrange niultiplier values: (4) compute a training error i o  iterations o f  an NN/SVM analysis. the I I training value>. 
associated with the present values of the connection weights (x,.y,)=( x,.x,( I -xL2)(4-x,')), provide the solid curve as ;I 
m d  Liigrangc multiplier values: ( 5 )  i f  the training error is too gencra l ihon .  using the NN/SVM analysis. The dashed 
large. change at least onc conncction weight and repeat steps 
(2)-(4): (6) if  the training error is !?o! !uo !xge. nccrtpt !he 
resulting values of the connection weights and the Lagrange 
niultiplier values as optimal. 
This method has several advantages over a convcntionul 
SVM approach. First. coordinutes that must be specified a 
priori in the feature space for ;I conventional SVM arc 
determined by the N N  component in an NN/SVM system. 
The feature s p x e  coordinates are generated by the N N  
curve (barely visible i n  FIG. 5 )  is :I plot of the original tifth 
FIG. 6 graphically illustrates similar results of an appli- 
cation of the NNlSVM analysis to :I logarithm function. 
y=ln(x&). using I I training values. The solid curve is the 
generalization provided by the NN/SVM analysis. 
FIG. 7 graphically illustrates similar results of  an appli- 
10 cation o f  the NN/SVM analysis to  an exponential function. 
y=6.cxp(-0.5.x2). using I I training \ulucs. The solid curve 
<>rdc.r po!y!?omial. 
1.i 
component to correspond to the data ai hand. In other words. is the generalization provided by the NN/SVM analysis. 
the feature spacc provided by the NN component evolves to using the I I training values. 
match or  correspond to the data. A feature space that evolves The generalization in each of FIGS. 5. 6 and 7 is vastly 
in this manner is referred to as "data-adaptive." The feature 2s superior to corresponding generalir.ations provided by con- 
space coordinates generated by the NN component can be ventional approaches. In obtaining such a generalization, the 
easily augmented with additional user-specitied feature same computer code can be used. with no change of param- 
space coordinates (parameter combinations) and kernel eters or other variables required. 
functions. FIGS. 8A. 8B and 8C are a llow chart illustrating the 
Second, use of  activation functions that are nonlinear 30 application of  a response surface methodology (RSM) used 
functions of the connection weights i n  the NN component in this invention to obtain an optimal cross-sectional shape 
reintroduces the possibility of multiple local minima and of  an airfoil. as an example. where specified pressure values 
provides a possibility of hybridization without requiring data at selected locations on the airfoil perimeter are to be 
resampling. matched as closely as possible. In step 81. a set of  param- 
The feature spaces generated by the NN hidden layer can 3s eters, expressed here as a vector p=(p,. . . . . pn,). is provided 
be easily augmented with high-dimensional feature spaces that adequately describes the airfoil cross-sectional shape 
without requiring a corresponding increase in the number of (referred to as a "shape" herein). where M (2 1 ) is a selected 
connection weights. For example. a polynomial kernel con- positive integer. For example. the airfoil shape might be 
taining all monomials and binomials (degrees one and two) described by ( 1  ) tirst and second radii that approximate the 
in the parameter space coordinates can k added to an inner JO shape of  the airfoil at the leading edge and at the trailing 
product generated by the SVM component. without requir- edge. ( 2 )  four coeflicients that describe a tension spline tit of 
ing any additional connection weights or Lagrange multi- the upper perimeter of the airfoil hetween the leading and 
plier coeficients. trailing edge shapes. and (3) four coeHicients that describe a 
Thc NN/SVM system employs nonlinear optimization tension spline t i t  of the lower perimeter of the airfoil 
methods to ohtain acceptable connection weights. hut the -1s between the leading and trailing edge shapes. a total of ten 
weight vectors thus found are not necessarily unique. Many parameters. In a more general setting, the number M of 
diKerent weight vectors may provide acceptably low train- parameters may range from 2 to 20 or more. 
ing errors for a @en set of training data. This multiplicity In step 82. initial values of the parameters. p=pO. are 
of acceptable weight vectors can be used to advantage. I f  provided from an initial approximation to the desired airfoil 
validation data are available. one can select the connection SO shape. 
weight vector and resulting NN/SVM system with the In  step 83. optimal data values P(r,:opt) (e.g.. airfoil 
smallest validation error. In  aerodynamics. this requires pressure values or airfoil heat transfer values) arc provided 
additional simulations that can be computationally expcn- at selected locations r,=(xl.y,.z,) (k= I . .  . . . K )  on the airfoil 
sive. perimster. 
In step 84. an equilateral M-simplcx. denoted MS(p0). is 
or NN/SVM systems can be utilided by creating a hybrid constructed, with a centroid or other selected central location 
trained NN/SVMr*'in a hybrid NN/SVM is lorimeh as a new lying on a unit radius sphere. Each ofthe M+I vertices ofthe 
solution. Where the weights are equal. if errors for the N M-simplex MS(p0) is connected l o  the centroid. p=pO. by a 
individual output solutions arc uncorrelatcd and individtlally (30 vector Ap(m) (m=l.  . . . . M+I ) in parameter space. More 
have zero mean. the least squares error of this new solution than the M+I vertices can be selected and used within the 
is approximately a factor of N less than the average of the M-simplex. For example, midpoints o f  each of the 
least squares errors for the N individual solutions. When the M(M+I ) / 2  simplex edges can be added to the M+I vertices. 
errors lor the N individual output solutions are partly These additional locations will provide a more accurate 
correlatcd. the hybrid solution continues to produce ;I Ic:ist 6s NN/SVM model. 
squares error that is smaller than the avcragc of the least In step 85. a computational tluid dynamics (CFII) or  other 
squares errors for  the N individual solutions. but the differ- calculation is performed for an extended parameter value 
I f  validation datu are not available. multiple trained N N s  5s 
I\!I\!!Y\,/!,d. 'A. ycim!;p:d zx;~:n,g: t;!' )! 0u;pu: sics-,!:, k,;;~ 2: p=p(!. in ?A-*;;yy;ii;s;\ i;a;;;x&y s p y .  -si;h .v,c;iiccs 
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set. consisting o f  the parameter value vectors p=pO and each 
o f  the M+I M-simplex vertices. l'=P,,.,,=PO+Ap(ni). to 
ohtoin ;I calculated pressure distribution t'(rL:p!<,,,) a1 each of 
the sclcctcd perimeter locations. r=rL for each 01' these 
pxiiiictcr \altic set\. Onc hybrid NN/SVM is :issigned to 
pcrl'orni thc analysis I.oI- ;ill vertices i n  the M-siniplcx 
MS(p0) ;it each location r L .  That is. ;I total of K NNlSVM 
systems ~11-c uscd to model the ovcr;ill pressure dependence 
oii the parameters p,,,. The calculatcd pressure distribution 
,719 BI 
10 
I hC' I 
where q is ;I sclcctcd positive nuiiibcr. 
I f  the original p:iranictcr value set p h;is an insullicicnt . .  
t'(rL:p,,.,,) and/or the airl'oil can be rcplxui  by any other 10 nLlI11ber of ~p;Ir;II1Iclcrs. tl i is  will bcconic cvidcnt i n  the 
suitahk physic;il 11iodcl. i n  ;icrodynaniics or i n  any other preceding c ~ ~ l c u ~ ; l ~ i ~ , n s .  and thc (l11c,dificii) Objccti\,c fLlnc- 
l ~ ~ h I l i ~ ; i ~  lidd o r  discipline. Used IOgL'lhL'r. the Iraincd tion ()HJ(p( min):p()) or ()HJ(p(lnin):p())::' will 11oI tend 
NN/SVM systems will provide the pressure distribution toward ;1ccep[ahly s n l L l l l  nL1mhcrs, I l l  this sitllnlion. ;11 
P(r,;p) for general p;ir;inictcr value vectors p. oiic additiond parameter would be added to the parmclcr 
15 value sct p und the procedure would he repeated. In cllcct. 
an NN/SVM procedure used in ;in liSM an;ilysis will require 
:iddition o f  (one o r  more) p;iraiiictcrs unt i l  the convcrgcncc 
In step 86. ;I lirst objective function. such a s  
h ((>AI toward a minimtini value that is acceptable l'or an optimimi 
f ) l ~ . / ( / l :  /I lk  I ) =  ~ \ , ~ A l l ~ l , I : / l ~ - / ' ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ , ~ f ~ l ~ .  design. 
In stcp 91. the system dctcrmincs i f  the (modilicd) ob,jcc- 
ticc function OHJ(p(min):pO)':: is n o  greater than a sclcctcd 
threshold number (c.g.. I or IO-'. in nppropriate units). I f  the 
answer to the query in step 91 is "no". ;I new M-simplex 
MS(p'0) is formuluted. in step 92. with p'O=p(niiii) ;is the 
new center. and steps 85-Yo are rcpcatcd ;it least once. Each 
time. a new parameter value set. p=p(niin ). is determined 
that approximately minimizes the objective function O H J (  p; 
, If  the answer lo the query in step 91 is "yes". the syslcm 
interprets the resulting parameter set. p=p(min). and the 
design described by this parameter set as optimal. in step 93. 
The method set forth i n  steps 81-93 is referred t o  herein as 
a response surlacc method. 
FIGS. 9Al-yC2 illustrate a sequence of partly-optimiicd 
designs for an airfoil. obtained using the invention. and 
pressure distribution to  an target airfoil design shape and 
corresponding target airfoil pressure distribution. The ob.jcc- 
,() tivc function is dctincd as mean squurc error between 
resulting and target pressure distribution at a sequence of 
where P(r,:p:CFI>) is a pressure value computed using ;I selected locations on the airfoil perimeter. One begins in 
CFI> simulation. for p= p(min) and p=pO. The system thcii FIG. 9A1 with a curvilinear shape of approximately uniform 
determines i f  OHJ(p(inin);pO:~)iOHJ(pO:p0:2) for the inter- thickness, which provides a pressure distribution p along the 
mediate niinimum value parameter vector. p=p(niin). One ,5 airfoil perimeter as illustrated graphically in FIG. 9A2. 
can use the first oh,jcciivc function OHJ(p:pO: I ). dctincd in FIGS. 9H1 and 9Cl illustrate the results of second and 
Eq. ((>A). rather than the objective function OBJ( p;pO:2) fourth iterative applications of an NNlSVM analysis accord- 
dctincd i n  Eq. (6H). for this comparison. but the resulting ing to the invention. and FIGS. 9H2 and yC2 graphically 
inaccuracies may be large. illustrate the pressure distributions corresponding to FIGS. 
I f  the answer to the query in step 88 is "no" for the choice 5o 9H1 and 9C1. respectively. Each iteration brings the result- 
o f  dilatation factor d. the dilatation Factor d is reduced 1 0  ;I ing airfoil shape and pressure distribution closer to the Inrgcl 
smaller value d' ( I<d'<d). in step 89. and steps 88 and 89 arc shape and t;irgct pressure distribution. After a fourth itera- 
repealed until the approximation pressure values { P(rL.p)}L tion of the NN/SVM analysis. the airfoil shape. shown in 
for  the extrapolated parameter valtic set provide FIG. Ycl. produces a pressure distribution. shown in FIG. 
improved approximation lor the optimal values for the saint 55 yC2. that nearly precisely matches the target airfoil prcssLlrC 
airfoi I pcri meter locot ions. r=r,. distribution. Computations for  this iterative sequence 
88 is ys**, the sys~cm required about 8 minutes on a 16-processor SGI Origin 
niovcs to step 90. uses the (niodilicd) ob,jcctivc funclion and colllpuler. 
uses the intermediate miiiimum-cost pnramctcr valuc set. In a second embodiment. NNlSVM analysis is applied lo 
p=p(min). which m a y  lie inside or outside the M-simplex 60 d~ita c1ussilic;ition in a multi-dinicnsioii~il vector s p ~ c .  In
MS(p0) i n  pnramctcr space. Minimi/;ition o f  the objective data classilication. a discrimination mcch;inism must he 
funclion OHJ(p:pO) may include one or more constraints. dctcrinincd th;it divides the data points into (31 least) a lirsl 
which mny he cnforccd using the well known niclh(d of set of data points that satisfy ;1 sclccted criterion. and a 
penalty functions. The (modilied) objective function dctini- second set of data points that either do not satisfy the (lirsl) 
lion i n  Eq. ( 6 A )  (or i n  Eq. ( h H ) )  can bc replaced by any other (,5 criterion or  that satisfy an inconsistent second criterion. FIG. 
positive dclinitc delinition of an objective funclion. for I() il1uStrjtc.s ;I collection of lirst set data points ("x") and 
example. by second set data points ("o") in two (paramctcr) dimensions 
1 0  1=1 
is introduced. whcrc { w r  1 is ;I selected set of non-ncgutivc 
weight cocllicicnts. 
function OHJ(p:pO: I ) ;ind ;I corresponding parameter vector 
p=p(min) arc determincd for  parameter vectors p within a 
selected sphere having ;I selected diameter or dilatution 
lactor d. dclincd by Ip-pOlSd. with I<dS IO. The process is 
perfornlcl~ llsing non l inea r  op t imiza t ion  ~~h~~ 
measures of  cxtrapol;ition can also bc used here. 
In step 88. syslcln ;I second objccti~,e 
function, which lnay be ob.jeclivc fllnclion or 
(preferably) may he drlined as 
In step 87. the minimum value 01' the tirst ob,jcctivc 25 
p'0). 
. .  15
h compare each such design shape and corresponding airfoil 
o l ~ J ~ / J :  po:  21 = Llk 117r*: 17:  CI.7)) - ITrL: ,>/,/)]~. 
i = I  
1 1  the ;Il1swcr 1 0  t l ic qilcry i l l  
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that :ire easily separated by ;I linear function o f  the two 
parameter coordinntcs. namely 
17 ,  
ing any spccilication o f  kcrncl functions or feature spaces. 
Where the solid boundary line and the dotted boundary lines 
dillbr. n o  diata points were locatcd i n  the intervening regions 
bet w cc n t he sc hoiindari es . Provision o f  d d i  t ion 21 I data 
where ;I. b :Uid c :ire sclcctcd rciil \ ~ U C S .  with 31 le:~st OW ' points in otic o r  I11orc 01' tl1csc il1tcrvcnilig regions would 
o r a  Uld h being non-Icro: All d:llLl poillls ill the first data set pro\.idc is  
:and i n  the second data sct lie on  opposite sides of the line closer t,) 
(1iypcrpl;ane) I., (x.y )=O. Hcrc. the dota point separation is 
st raig lit forwmi. 
points (-x") and second data points (**o") that cannot he 
scpariatcd llsing a linear fiinction of the two coordinates. An 
appropriate separation function may be 
If( !.\)=~l.l+/J l-, = I ) .  
resulting (solicj) NN/SVM b<)und;ary lint 
I f  r is ;I ratio 01' the s u m  of the :ibsolutc ~ ~ a l u c  01' the 
dLl13 I O  intervening regions corresponding t o  the boundury lines 
mismatch. and the area ofthc square (6.25 units' in FIG. 12). 
the ralio r is ;I very sinall nunibcr that will tcnd toward xero 
as the numhcr of data points (a.isumed to he approximately 
unii'ormiy distrihutcd) increases without hound. Addition- 
ally. r (defined as a percentage) represents the number of 
misclassilic3tions (also expressed as a percentage) that an 
NN/SVM-gcneratcd boundary will produce on a very large 
test set, 
L'x3ct (dUt,,.d) boundary line. 
FIGS, 1 1 ~  and 11 K i l lustrale a co~ lec t ion  tirst 
/ , (L\. ,=(<f.!+h.l-< l- 'k(d.l+<,. \-~)~=i.  ( 8 ,  15 
where ad+b.c=O and a. b. c. d, e and g are selected real 
v:alues. not a11 Lero. The choice of thc plus (+) sign in Eq. (8) 
produces an ellipse. and the choice ofa minus (-) sign i n  Eq. 
( 8 )  produces a hyperbola. In this instance, one set of 3o 
appropriate coordinates for hyperplane separation in feature 
space is 
APPENDIX 
Examples of an NN analysis and of an SVM analysis are 
,')H) 35 presented here. The invention is not limited to a particular 
NN analysis or to a particular SVM analysis. 
coc I Consider an object. represented by a group of coordinates 
x=(xl. XI. . . . . xN). for which some physical feature or 
(')Dl response of the obiect is to he optimized. The object may be 
10 a aircraft wing or turbine blade lor which an ideal pressure 
distribution at specified locations on the obiect is to be 
in which the separating hyperplane i n  feature space becomes - 
If , + 1 r 4 - I = 0 .  achieved as closely as possible. The object may be a 
chemically reacting system with desired percentages Of find 
compounds. for which total thermal energy output is mini- 
35 mized. The ob.ject may be represented at spaced apart 
locations or at spaced apart times by a group of independent 
coordinates. and an objective or cost function is presented. 
where is  a positive integer (e,g,. q=2), than representing the response to be optimized. One o r  more 
requiring an a priori definition ofthe polynomial terms to be ,(~ ~onstraints. either physical or numerical. arc also set down. 
used. as in Eqs. (9A)-(9D). I t  desired. 
An advantage of the present invention. using NN/SVM In an NN analysis. one relevant problem is minimizing 
analysis. over a conventional SVM analysis is that the empirical risk over a sum of linear indicator or characteristic 
kernel. such as the one given in Eq. ( 1 I ). and the associated functions 
feature space need not be specified a priori; the appropriate -15 
feature space is automatically generated by the NN compo- 
The power of an SVM resides, in part. in its use of ;I qth 
order polynomial kernel (as an example) for vectors iy. and 
p. such as 
K (  n,p )=(a$+ I I". ( 1 1 1  
nenl of the NN/SVM system during the training process. ( A - I )  
FIG. 12 illustrates an application of the NN/SVM system / ( !. 11.) = Hp w, ' !.). 
,=I to data classilication. with M=2. Two classes of data that arc 
separable. indicated as crosses and squares. are provided for 
the system. The exact boundary between the two classes is 
delincd by first and second intersecting ellipses in two 
dimensions. with the ma.jor axes being oriented at 45" and at 
135" relative to an x-axis in an (x.y) region p delined by 
where 8 is an indicator or characteristic function. x is a 
coordinate vector and w is a vector of selected weight 
coefticicnts. Consider a training set of (N+I )-tuples (x,,y,). 
5z (x2.yI). . . . , (xK.yK). where each x,=(xi'. x;. . . . .xiN) is an 
N-tuple representing a vector and yi is a scalar having only 
~ m ! ?  hl!ndred di!Z pci!?!..: t!Jccc pmdog!!u mmJ.r,ic+vi in !his the ~ : I I U C S  - i  o r  + I .  
region and were lirst classilied according t o  the exact Thc indicator function 8(x)  has only two values. 0 and 1. 
boundaries. The boundaries were the11 removed. and only 2nd is not generally differentiable with respect 1') a variable 
thc locations O f  the data points were provided 10 the 60 i n  its ;IrgLIment, The indicator function e(7) in Eq, (A-1) is 
NN/SVM system. The resulting decision boundary gener- o,ten by a general sigmoid fllnction qZ) that is 
atcd by the NN/SVM system is shown ;as a solid line i n  FIG. differentiable with respect lo r, cverywherc 011 the finite real 
12. More generally. i f  M-parameter data points are provided. is  l,,Onoronically increasing with z. and satislies 
with MZ3. the data separation surl'acc o r  hyperplane will 
The NN/SVM system provides a perfect classilication of 
p=: ( I . ? . l K E  ! c2.5.oi?.52.5;. 
J C'.'-.-'- 
haw dimension at most M- 1 .  05 /,ifff , .s(:)=o. (A-2~1) 
thc original data. with rero mis-assignments. without requir- Lifff ~* s(;,=l (A-2hl 
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Examples 01' suit;ihlc sigmoid functions include the follow- 
ing: 
Equation (A-9) yields the constraint 
.s(:I= I / (  I +C\I)I -11:1;. 
Equation (A-  IO) procidcs ;in cxprcszioii l'or the paranictcr 
Io vector w o f  an optimal hypcrpI;mc ;ib ;I lincx combin:ition 
of vectors in the tr;iining set 
where a. p and 6 arc sclcctcd positi\c \alucs. The indicator 
stim l(x.w) in Eq. (A-I )  is replaced hy ;i modilicd sigmoid 
SLII11 
I I  ='i\;tx . 1  IA-131 , I'  
An optimiil solution (w.g.a) must satialy ;I Kuhn-Tuchcr 
I S  condition 
~ ~ / ~ l l ! ~ l l ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ , - l ~ = l ~  (=I.  . . . . l i ) .  (A-141 
Only sonic o f  thc triiining vectors. referred to herein a s  
"support vectors." 1i;ivc non-/cro cocilicicnta i n  the cxp:in- 
cxpans~on i n  ,A- 13) be rew~rlel, 
where S is :i aclcctcd linear or nonlinear Ilinction. 
mine the parameter \~alucs wi that minimi/c ;In empirical risk 
functional 
In order to niinimi/c the empirical risk. one must deter- 20 sion ,), the o p l i m ~ l ~  s o ~ u l i o n  w, M ~ ) ~ ~  
ll~='v,.tx,-l, ( A - I 5 1  
support vector5 
A (A -4 )  25 
Substituting the optimal vector w bach into Eq. (A-X) ;mil 
, = I  taking into account the Kuhn-Tucker condition. the 
Lagrange functional to be niinimixd is re-expressed as 
K ,.,,,,, ll!') = El\., -1.11,. I d  f l i .  
which is dillcrcntiable in the vector components w. One 
may. for exainplc. use' a gradient search approach to mini- 
mizc R,.,,,,,(w). The search may converge to a local mini- 30 
A h I A- IO I 
mum. which may or may not be a global minimum for the 
empirical risk. , = I  t .  ,= I 
/.(lr) = Eo, - ( I  ( r ,  . o ,  v , .  v, \ , I  
Assume. lirst. that the training data {(x/.yj)} can be 
separated by an optimal separatinp hyperplane. delincd by 
j5 This functional is to be maximized. subject to the constrainla 
expressed in Eqs. (A-13) and (A-14). Substituting the 
expression for optimal parameter vector w into Eq. (A-14). 
one obtains 
(w.l,F,(,=O, 
where part ly  delillcs 
plane satisfies 
hyperplane, A separating hyper- 
l l l ' . 1 ) - , p = ' t X , . ( l ~ . \ ~ - , ~ = o .  IA-17) 
(W.l,F,(,b 1 ( \ !? I I. 1A-h:i) 4) 
The preceding development assumes that the training set 
data {(xi.y/)} are separable by a hyperplane. If these data arc 
not separable by a hyperplane. one introduces non-negative 
slack variables x / ( , = ~ .  , , , , K )  and 
l l I P l ) F , q  2- I I \!?- I I. (A-hhl  
An Optimal SCpllrJling hyperplane maximizes the functional modified fllnctional 
UV w)=I w.ii~I/?. lA -7 )  ~(II,I=III..II.I+('-'~,. (A-1x1 
with respect to the vector values w and the value g. subject 
to the constraints i n  Eqs. (A-ba)-(A-hh). Unless indicated 
otherwise. all stinis i n  the following arc understood to be 
over the index j ( j = l .  . . . . K). 
A solution to this optimization problem is given by a 
saddle point o f  :I Lugrangc I'unctional 
SLlbjeCt 10 the conslraints 
\ ' , l ~ \ l ~ ~ l , k g l 2  I-II I A- I 9 I 
SO 
where the (positibc) coetlicicnt C corresponds tu  an inter- 
penctr,lion two groups ( N + I  )- 
tuples into each other (thus. precluding separation by :I 
hyperplane). Repeating the preceding analysis. where the 
qq functional @ ( w )  replaces the tcrm(w.w). ;in optimal solution 
X1x;v,=O.. 1 A - N I I  
OStX,ZC'. I A-lOhi At ;I saddle point. the solutions (w.g.a) satisfy the relations ()(I 
with the associiitcd constraint 
trlzo. 
Use ol'(only) hyperplanes in :in input space is insuilicicnt for 
certain classes of data. See the examples i n  FIGS. 11A and 
In a support vector machine. input vectors ;ire niapptd 
into a high dimension feature space Z through a sclcclcd 
nonlinear mapping. In the space Z. an optimal separuting 
(A -10 )  1 1 ~ .  
6.5 
( A - I  I I 
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hyperplane is constructed that maximizes a certain A-margin 
associated with hyperplane separation. 
First. consider a mnpping that allows one t o  construct 
decision polynomials 01' degree 2 i n  the input space. One 
creates ;I (quadratic) feature space Z haLing dimension 
M=N(N+3)/3_. with coordinaies 
u,=\'(,/=l. . . . . N: N c(~o~-di i~ i~tc .s)  
It  ,,,, =I , '  (;=I. . . . . N: N roordin;wsI 
(A-2li11 
lA-21hi 
I I ~ + ? , = \ ~ . ? ,  . \ I . \ , ,  . . . . I,, (NtN-I)/Z m o d -  
n;iksl. ( A - 2 1 ~ )  
A scpariting hyperplane cons:ruc!c:! in the space Z is 
assumed to be a second degree polynomial in the input space 
coordinates xj(i=l. . . . N). 
By analogy. i n  order to construct :I polynomial of degree 
k in the input coordinates. one must construct a spacc Z 
having of the order 01' Nh coordinates. where one constructs 
an optimal separating hyperplane. For example. for k=3. the 
maximum number of  coordinales needed in the space Z is 
which is about IO" coordinates for a modest size input space 
of N=lOO independent coordinates. 
For a quadratic feature space Z. one lirst delerminea a 
kernel function K of inner products according to 
( u  l 'uJ )=K( Y ~ ~ . . Y , ~  )=K( v12, v , ~  ) (LI .  L2=I. . . . . N ( N + 3  )I 
2 ). (A-23) 
One constructs nonlinear decision functions 
~ l . i - ) = . \ , ~ ~ i ~ z u , . R ( . i , . r , ~ / ~ ~  ( A-24 I 
support vectors 
that are equivalent t o  the decision function @(x) in  Eq. 
(A-18). By analogy with the preceding. the coellicients ai 
are estimated by solving the equation 
( A-15 I 
with the following constraint (or sequence of constraints) 
imposed: 
zu,.?;=n (A-!hal 
n120. 1 A-?hhl 
Mercer ( 1909) has proved that a one-to-one correspon- 
dence exists between the set of symmetric. positive delinitc 
tunctions K ( x , ~ )  detined on the real line that satisfy 
J JK~ . , v I / I .~ I  f i x i d 1  &3) ( 14-27 I 
lor any L2-integrable function f(x) satisfying 
j j ~ ?  cm ( A - 3 )  
and the set of inner producls dctined on that function space 
{ I ) .  Thus.  any kernel function K(xil.x,?) satisfying condi- 
tions of the Mercer theorem can be iised to construct an inner 
product of the type set forth in Eq. (A-23). Using diflercnt 
expressions lor the kernel K(xi ,  .x,?). one can construct 
dilTerent learning machines with corresponding noidincar 
decision functions. 
I 
16 
For example. the kernel function 
R( 1 ', 1" I= I I \  ' . I "  I+ I I q. (A-291 
x i  he used to spccily polynomials of  dcgrec up to q 
:prclcrably ;in intcgcr). 
Much of  the preceding development is tahcn Irom V.N. 
Vqmik. "An O\ervieN, 01' Stutiatical Learning Theory". 
IEEE Trans. Neural Networks. vol. 10 ( 1900). pp. 988-900. 
The present invcntion provides ;I hybrid approach in which 
he input layer and hidden laycr(s) of an N N  component arc 
used to create a dava-adaptive feature space for an SVM 
component. As indicated in the preceding. the combined 
NN/SVM analysis of the invention is not limited to the 
particular N N  analysis or to the particular SVM analysis set 
forth in this Appendix. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer implemented machine learning method for 
use i n  engineering applications. including but not limited to 
optimizing designs. classifying data and generating regres- 
sion estimates. that is a hybrid of neural net ("NN") analysis 
and support vector machine ("SVM") analysis. the method 
comprising: 
(a )  providing an N N  component, having an input layer 
and a hidden layer and an input vector space. where the 
N N  component automatically generates coordinates in  
a feature vector space. and providing an SVM compo- 
nent that utilizes the feature vector space: 
(h)  selecting a group of parameters and combinations of 
parameters and providing a feature space coordinate. in 
the feature vector space. for cach selected parameter 
and selected parameter combination in the input space 
lor use in at least one of optimizing a design. control- 
ling a physical or chemical process. classifying data 
and generating regression estimates for a collection of 
the data: 
( c )  providing at least one vector of candidate parameter 
values for each of the group o f  parameters i n  the input  
space: 
(d)  providing initial values for connection weights 
between the input layer and the hidden layer for the NN 
component: 
(e) computing hidden layer output signals, corresponding 
to the connection weight values. for each ol' the param- 
eter value vectors: 
( f )  using at least one hidden layer output signal as a 
feature space coordinate for the SVM component: 
(g) determining inner product values of a selected number 
of at least two feature space coordinates: 
( h )  providing a Lagrange functional using the determined 
inner product values: 
( i )  providing at least two constraints. expressed in terms 
of Lagrange multipliers and input vector space data: 
(j) minimizing the Lagrange functional. subject to at least 
one selected constraint. to obtain Lagrange multiplier 
v;lit.te< i.mrrt:.;ponding 10 I hi: minimiztxi L;lgr:Insi: I ~ ~ n i c  
ti onal ; 
( k )  computing a training error. using the connection 
weights for the NN component and the Lagrangc 
multiplier values for the SVM component: 
( I )  when the computed training error is greater than a 
selected threshold value. changing at least one of the 
connection weights and repeating steps (e)-(k) at least 
once. wherein at least one leature space coordinate 
value changes automatically in response t o  change in  
the at least onc connection weight: and 
US 6,961,719 BI 
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( m )  when the computed trainins error is not greater than 
the threshold value. interpreting the N N  component 
with the ;iw)ci:itcd connection weights and the SVM 
component with the associated L:igr;ingc inultiplicrs as 
a tr,iincil NN/SVM systcni. 
2. The nicthod ol'clainl 1. further comprising uugmcnting 
said inner product v;iluc with ;II least one user-spccilicd 
inner product  due i i i  said SVM component. 
9. The nicthod of claim 5 .  further comprising coinpuling 
pro\ iding LL collection of ;it Ic;ist two desired pressure 
v;ilucs. will1 c;ich dcsircd pressure value corresponding 
to ;I location on said airfoil: 
computing ;I prcssurc value at each of  thc sclcctcd loc:i- 
tion5 on said ;lirIi)iI. using s;iid minimi/cd L:igrangiaii 
I~uiiL~tional; nd 
coniputing said training crroi- ;IS ;I st11ii o f  magnitudes 0 1  
dilfi.rcnccs hctwccn the desired pressure vuluc and the 
computed pressure valuc at e;~cIi of  the sclcctcd loca- 
lions on said airIi)il. 
I O .  The nicthod o f  clainl 5 .  furthcr comprising computing 
said training error hy ;I process comprising: 
5 
3. The method o f  cl;iini 1. l'urthcr comprising: 
pro\ iding ;I collection o f  N data points in an M-dinien- 
sional space f o r  said input \p:icc. where M 2 7  and 
N 2 2. ;ind where each data point is assigned ;in indi- 
cium :issociatcd w i t h  one 01' ;it lciist lirst and second 
IO 
said a i r f o i l  hy process comprisinp: 
mutu:illy exclusive sets: and 1.5 
applyins the method of claim 1 ['or dctcrminatioii o f  a 
scpariition stirf;rcc in the M-dimensional space that 
scp;ir;itcs the data points into :it least lirst and scc.ond 
mutually cxclusiie regions that contain suhstantially all 
dat;i points i n  the lirst set rind i n  the second set. 2 0  
rcspccti vc  1 y. 
4. The nicthod 01' claim 3. further comprising providing a 
visually pcrceptihlc view of at Ie:ist a portion of said 
separation surl'acc in at least two dimensions. 
5. The method of claim 1. wherein said use in engineering 
applications compriscs design o f  a airfoil representing a 
wing or other control surlllcc of an aircraft. 
2.5 
6. The method of  claim 5. further comprising: 
providing an optiinintion method: and 
using the optimization method i n  at least one of steps ( e )  
through ( k )  to obtain at least one o f  said connection 
weight values. said Lagrangc niultiplicr values and said 
7. The method of claim 5. further comprising determining 
an optimi/,ed design for said aircraft airfoil hy applying a 
response surface analysis IO said design. using said trained 
NN/SVM svsteni. 
30 
inner product value lor said aircraft airfoil. 35 
- .  
( 1 1 )  providing ;I collection of a least two desired pressure 
valucs. with c;ich desired pressure value corrcsponding 
to ;I location on si t1  airfoil: 
( 0 )  probidins ;in initial airl'oil shape: 
(p) computing a pressure distribution f o r  s;iid airfoil fo r  ;it 
least one pcrturhation i n  the initial airl'oil shape; 
(q) representing variation of pressure with the ;it least one 
perturbation in the initial airfoil shape. using said N N  
component and said SVM component. wherein said 
N N  input vector corresponds to the at least one pertur- 
hation i n  the initial airfoil shape and a11 SVM OLII~LII 
signal corresponds to at least one change i n  the pressure 
distribution: 
( r )  computing an oh,jcctivc function value. which is t o  he 
m i n i m i d  lor said airfoil design optinii/atioii. as a sum 
of magnitudes of a power of dillcrenccs hetween the 
desired pressure value and a pressure vuluc using said 
N N  coniponcnt and said SVM component: 
(s) when the oh,jcctivc function value is greater thiin a 
sclcctcd threshold value. repeating steps (p)-(r) at least 
once: and 
(I) when the oh,jectivc function not greater than the 
thrcsliold value. interpreting this condition as indicat- 
ing that an optimal airl'oil design is identilied. 
11. The method of claim 1. wherein said use in cnginccr- 
10 ing applications comprises design of a airfoil representiny at 8. The method o f  claim 7. further comprising providing a 
selected optiniiution procedure i n  determining said opti- least one ttirhinc or compressor airfoil. 
mized design. :i: 1: :I: 1: * 
